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The Shadow has taken control, and Kingdom of Heaven's last hope has found himself trapped

somewhere else entirely.After falling victim of the evil lord Shadow's manipulations, college dropout

turned reluctant gaming hero Iron Jack has been trapped in the much fabled but seldom visited

lower levels of what was once his favorite video game.In a dangerous world where the rules are

different and nothing is as it seems, Iron Jack must look for a way back to the world he's sworn to

protect and the people he's come to care about, including the hottest angel chick in any realm,When

he finds his old crew, the Avenging Angels there, he thinks he's got a leg up on the Shadow and his

dastardly plans, but Iron Jack will soon find that things aren't as simple as he hoped, and even a

world as complicated as Kingdom of Heaven has a dark underbelly.Welcome to Hell, Iron Jack.

Hope you survive the experience.
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Iron Jack is back in book two as he tries to escape from Hell. First he is a bit upset that he ended up



in hell, but uses the time to actually think about really growing up and take stock to how he ended

up there and how to get out. Then the real fun began as the action and choices jack must make

come rolling in. I have to say a few scenes really made me laugh. Liked that he met new and old

friends/frenemies/enemies in hell. Had to really wait until the end to find out who was who. I

received a free copy of this story and my honest review is that it was well written, not too bogged

down in RPG terms, and easy to follow the game aspects. The story was engaging and I read it in

one sitting ad had to see how jack would get out of Hell and who would end up appearing around

the corner.

After Iron Jack arrives in Hell he gets new quests to master the power of principalities and to get out

of Hell to regain the Skull Throne. He finds his other guildies in Hell, one at a time. Of course, it is

the guildmate he is least bonded to that he joins up with first. Luckily, Glimmer is a healer, which is

much needed as they defeat the challenges waiting them. As they rescue and reunite with the other

guild members they are joined by other players and must overcome acts of betrayal and the return

of The Jackal. I read an advanced reader's copy in exchange for an honest review. I enjoyed this

fast paced adventure. Looking forward to the third book in the series.

Wonderfully entertaining book by JA Cipriano! This well written story has danger and action as well

as some laugh out loud humor. I thoroughly enjoyed reading it. I voluntarily read an ARC and this is

my honest review.

Book 2 about Iron Jack is a Hell of a book. ;-) New players and new rules have Jack scrambling to

make a strong comeback after being duped by the Shadow in the last book. At least he starts

connecting with his team again, and grows a set of nads so huge his own team is wondering who

the heck replaced their Tin Jack with an honest to goodness IRON JACK!

This is the second book in the Kingdom of Heaven series. Iron Jack discovers he is not alone in the

lower regions. His role playing partners are also there. Danger and adventure are around every

corner. They have to escape from Hell to challenge the Shadow who is taking over both Heaven

and Hell.I enjoyed this book. It starts out a little slow, but it after the first chapter, it really gets

exciting. I did receive and ARC for my honest opinion.

The second book is as good as the first. This time Iron Jack has to escape from Hell. It takes him to



his friends and strangers. He has to free nd out how to use his new powers, and continue the quest

for the skull throne. I can't wait for the next one. I received this book for free at my request and

voluntarily reviewed.

Excellent second book in The Skull Kingdom series! Well written, great characters and plot. Plenty

of action and twists. More, please?

Good read, very enjoyable
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